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Extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are essential in understanding the detector’s response for high energy particle detection experiments. We present the infrastructure and status of MC simulations of the DArk Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE), a satellite project for the direct detection of high-energy cosmic rays and gamma rays. The DAMPE simulation tool employs two widely used softwares, GEANT4 and FLUKA, which implement various physics lists to simulate the interactions of particles in the detector. The framework of the simulation tool, the production farms, the data-MC comparison, and the performance of MC simulations on the analysis are summarized.
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1. DArk Matter Particle Explorer

The DArk Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE; [1]), also known as "Wu-Kong", is a satellite based cosmic ray and γ-ray detector launched on December 17, 2015. The DAMPE aims to indirectly detect the annihilation or decay products of dark matter by observing cosmic ray electrons and γ-rays in a wide range of high-resolution energies. As a high energy cosmic ray detector, the DAMPE can also explore the origin of cosmic rays, as well as the transient high-energy γ-ray sky [2].

The DAMPE payload is made up of four sub-detectors, from top to bottom including a Plastic Scintillator Detector (PSD; [3]), a Silicon Tungsten tracKer-converter (STK; [4]), a Bismuth Germanium Oxide imaging calorimeter (BGO; [5]), and a NeUtron Detector (NUD; [6]). These four sub-detectors cooperate to measure the charge, direction, energy, and identity of each incident particle with high precision (see in Ref. [1]). The on-orbit calibration in the first year proves that that DAMPE is fully operational as expected and all sub-detectors keep stable performance [7].

Extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the DAMPE detector with incident high energy particles are essential in understanding the detector’s performance, such as the energy and direction resolution, the evaluations of detecting efficiency, and the background contaminations. The simulation software integrated into the DAMPE offline software is being used for large-scale production of events for scientific analyses. Up to now, based a huge mass of MC data, the DAMPE collaboration has reported high-precision measurements of the cosmic rays electron plus positron spectrum, proton spectrum and helium spectrum in wide energy ranges [8–10].

2. DAMPE offline software overview

The DAMPE offline software is the platform for data production and analysis, based on the DAMPE offline software framework [11] derived from the GAUDI framework [12] which was originally developed for LHCB and written in C++. For the specific situation of the DAMPE collaboration, the DAMPE framework is designed as a light-weight, flexible and efficient to support various applications through basic classes and basic functions. The framework uses Python ¹ as the object-oriented script and interpreter language to configure and load C++ algorithms and objects. Meanwhile, the data stream and store relies as much as possible on the ROOT [13], an open-source framework for data processing which was born at CERN and designed for high energy physics.

DAMPE offline software releases are divided into major modules according to functions, mainly including Kernel, Event, Simulation, Service, Calibration and Reconstruction. The Kernel contains the concrete implementation code of previous framework, is the most basic part of the entire program. Event module defines all the classes for data interaction and storage as ROOT object. Simulation module includes the code that calls the simulation software interface and describes the whole satellite. Service module aims at providing common functionality needed by the algorithms such as interface of geometry, database or configuration. Calibration module includes algorithms and parameters to calibrate each detecting unit from electronic signal to physical information. Reconstruction module provides algorithms to convert raw data into physical significance (energies, tracks, particle types, etc.).

¹http://www.python.org
All jobs running under the framework have three main steps, implemented by Python script called "job option". First, it is the initialization, which uses the dynamic library to load the required services and algorithms. In general, algorithms include methods that are called once per event, while services can be accessed multiple times in a single event. Configuration and initialization are controlled in a common Python infrastructure script, which allows introspection and is particularly useful for debugging and helping users. In addition, by using scripting language to load and configure objects, there is no need to recompile C++ library or scripts for each job. Each algorithm and service can be configured differently for the specific step of data processing, allowing maximum sharing of common infrastructure among different steps. An algorithm can even be added many times as different sequence to the list of methods during an event loop.

Second, it is the loop the events to run algorithms. All the algorithms in the list run sequentially on each event. For example, you can add an event selection algorithm that filter some constraint events to this list. Other services and algorithms can also be called in the method. A messaging service invoked throughout the job controls the standard output with different levels of detail. Users can configure the total log detail level for a single algorithm or configure the detail level separately, which is particularly useful for debugging. An I/O service controls the data stream throughout the job from input to output, so that users do not need to take the I/O interaction into account, just focus on the algorithms instead.

Finally, at the end of the job, it is finalization step, that all algorithms are terminated and all objects are deleted. At this stage, the algorithms may output any statistical information they track (such as the filtering details of a event selection algorithm). Each job for data production is comprised by these three steps, and utilizes this infrastructure to provide users with maximum flexibility. Only the requested data are imported as branches and essential modules are loaded as plugins, so that each step consumes as little memory as possible and keeps as fast as possible during event loop.

3. Detector simulation

3.1 Detector description

As mentioned in Sect. 1, the DAMPE detector is described in detail in Ref. [1]. The MC simulation begins with the configuration of detector geometry. As shown in Fig. 1, a geometric model of the entire DAMPE payload accurately describes the detection units, the supporting structure and the filling cushioning materials of the sub-detectors, the frame and electronic components of the satellite.

The sizes, shapes, positions of all components adopt the designed parameters that are repeatedly measured and validated in detail during development and assembly of the satellite engineering. As for the materials, atomic composition of different elements are mainly been taken into account for high energy experiment of hadronic and electromagnetic shower cascade, while their chemical properties are ignored. The manufacturers provide detailed chemical components for most parts. The samples of the remaining materials which are classified as trade secrets are also be measured in detail for the exact mass fraction of atoms in analytical laboratories.
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3.2 GEANT4 simulation

The DAMPE detector simulation employs the widely used Geant4 toolkit [15], a C++ framework, that includes a variety of physics models and data options for handling the interactions of particles with matter over a wide range of energy from eV scale to TeV scale. In that framework particles are generated according to a set of predetermined distributions (energy spectrum, spatial distribution) before they get propagated towards the detector material.

During each step interactions of the incident particle with its surrounding material are computed. In the case of DAMPE, the simulated geometry was derived from the CAD drawings of the instrument flight model and the generation of particles is chosen to mimic the on-orbit configuration, see Fig. 1, with particles impinging from all directions on the detector volume [16, 17]. In addition to Geant4, the Fortran-based simulation toolkits, including FLUKA [18] and CRMC [19], have been recently employed as well in the DAMPE software via custom Fortran–C++ interfaces. This allows the rigorous estimation of systematic uncertainties of cosmic ray measurements through a direct comparison of the results obtained with different hadronic models.

The GEANT4 use a combination of ideas and approaches to perform all known particles and their interaction processes, called “Physics List”. There are several physics lists that are used in DAMPE simulation:

- QGSP_FTFP_BERT – officially recommended for astrophysical simulation, default option for electromagnetic processes. The list includes the Quark–Gluon String Precompound model (QGSP) [20] and the Bertini intranuclear cascade model (BERT) [21] as part of the hadronic physics package.

![Figure 1: The visualization of the geometry of the DAMPE detector, including the payload and the entire satellite platform [14].](image-url)
• FTFP_BERT—the FRITOF Precompound model [22], default model for inelastic hadron-nucleus processes over the energy range up to 100 TeV in latest version. This MC results are mainly used for the measurement of cosmic ray proton and nuclei.

• FTFP_BERT_HP—identical to FTFP_BERT except that neutrons of 20 MeV and lower use the High Precision neutron models and cross sections to describe elastic and inelastic scattering, capture and fission. Mainly used for the NUD detector for electron/proton identification up to 10 TeV.

The physics models used in the simulations are set as parameters in the DAMPE simulation framework, where the exact choice of the applied model depends on the considered energy range. While due to various limitations in the physics models used in Geant4 we use the second model, namely EPOS-LHC [23] implemented by CRMC packgsge [19] for generation events beyond 100 TeV energy range. The CRMC is connected in DAMPE simulation module through the GEANT4-CRMC interface, as described in Ref. [24], developed with the great efforts of the researchers. We should stress that there is a significant difference between wall time usage at this energy range with respect to 10 TeV - 100 TeV. The reason is that the physics models used for the generation of PeV energy samples are fundamentally different from the lower energy ones, in particular, in the way the ion interactions are treated.

3.3 FLUKA simulation

FLUKA is a Fortran based, fully integrated and closed-source particle physics simulation package for calculations of particle transport and interactions with matter in the energy range from MeV up to PeV. It provides Fortran interface named Combinatorial Geometry (CG) to describe the geometry. After careful and repeated checks in comparison with the GDML geometry and the designed documents of satellite in every detail, we are confident that they are identical among each other and consistent with the real satellite geometry, although there are slight differences in some micro components of the satellite which are negligible during the simulation. The FLUKA code is also put in the simulation module as individual segment, and is performed to run proton and nuclei simulation up to 1 PeV with the following settings:

• the PEANUT package is activated in the whole energy range for any reaction;

• the minimum kinetic energy for DPMJET-III is set to 5 GeV/n (applying only to reactions between two nuclei heavier than a proton);

• the minimum kinetic energy for RQMD is set to 0.125 GeV/n (applying only to reactions between two nuclei heavier than a proton)

3.4 MC data production

We have been producing simulation data for the entire duration of the satellite project. The simulation costs significant time consumption especially for energy above 100 TeV that sometimes takes a few hours to finish an event. A huge mass of computing resources are required for the production. At present, the MC jobs are running at the collaboration’s clusters in both Europe and China. In China, besides the computing clusters in collaboration with more than 2000 CPUs/day, we
also make use of some High Performance Computing (HPC) facilities out of DAMPE collaboration for our simulation tasks, including around 4000 CPUs/day at the Sunway TaihuLight that was the fastest HPC in the world from 2016 to 2018 and flexible facilities up to ten thousand CPUs/day in a short time at the Beijing Super Cloud Computing Center that is currently one of the top 3 Chinese HPCs. At present the above system is in place utilizing standard HPC computing farms at the Italian supercomputing farm CNAF (Tier 1) and Bari (Tier 3) as well as Baobab and Yggdrasil at University of Geneva, all of which are used in parallel for user activities (mainly data analysis, but other collaboration tasks as well). The Bari Tier 3 has also provided on average 300 CPUs/day, whereas the CNAF pledge is about double that number (700 CPUs/day). Finally, Baobab and Yggdrasil at University of Geneva is a shared resource used by the entire department, providing on average 170 CPUs/day for DAMPE activities. In addition to these farms we have support from the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS) Cray XC50 – Multicore supercomputer. CSCS has proven to be an important resource for achieving groundbreaking results with DAMPE.

Overall, using over 7000 CPUs/day and extensible HPCs, we have accomplished more than 40 billion MC events of the target particles from GeV to PeV. More MC samples above 100 TeV are being produced and planned.

4. MC data comparison

An important reason why we spend so much doing so many different simulations is to determine the largest systemic uncertainties in cosmic ray nuclei energy spectrum measurements from the hadronic interaction models. The comparison of simulations of DAMPE between GEANT4 and FLUKA can be applied to determine the systemic uncertainties. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, the overall proton flux difference between GEANT4 and FLUKA is carried out. The proton flux difference varies from −6.6% to 9.8%, which is taken as the systematic uncertainty due to different hadronic interaction models.

5. Summary

We have presented the status and infrastructure of the DAMPE simulation, including framework, toolkit and farms. We have allocated massive computing resources to run, producing the simulation data of more than 40 billion of events for scientific analyses. Specially, different types of simulation software are implemented to determine the systematic uncertainties of the measurement of cosmic rays spectra.
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Figure 2: Energy dependence of the proton flux difference between GEANT4 and FLUKA [14]. The blue points show the difference of measured proton spectrum assuming FLUKA simulation with respect to the spectrum based on GEANT4 simulation. The dashed lines correspond to the associated systematic uncertainty claimed in Ref. [9].
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